ABSTRACT

The complex explanation text is text that explains or describes something happen about the nature phenomenon, social, science and culture. Students’ facilitator and explaining method is a teaching material service framework which started with barely explanation, give chance to the students to explain back to the friends and ended with all materials delivery to the students. The problems in this research are; 1) Is the author able to planning, implementing, and evaluating the learning of analyzing structure complex explanation text using student facilitator and explaining method on students of class XI SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka?. 2) Are the students of class XI SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka able to analyzing structure complex explanation teks the right?. 3) Is the student facilitator and explaining method is effective to be implemented in learning about analyzing structure complex explanation text on students of class XI SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka?.

The purpose of this study, to determine the ability to write, students, and methods of learning. The hypothesis formulated by the author are; 1) The author is able to planning, implementing, and evaluating the learning about analyzing structure complex explanation text using student facilitator and explaining method on students of class XI SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka. 2) The students of class XI SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka are able to analyzing structure complex explanation teks the right. 3) The student facilitator and explaining method is effective to be implemented in learning about analyzing structure complex explanation text on students of class XI SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka. The research method which implemented by the author is quasy experiment method by observation research technique, experiment and testing. The results of research are; 1) The author is able to planning, implementing, and evaluating the learning about analyzing structure complex explanation text using student facilitator and explaining method on students of class XI SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka. This is proven by the author’s average points is 3.8 which categorized as very good. 2) The students of class XI SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka are able to analyzing structure complex explanation teks the right. This is proven by the pretest average points is 1.14 and the posttest average points is 3.43. The average points was improved about 57.24%. 3) The student facilitator and explaining method is effective to be implemented in learning about analyzing structure complex explanation text on students of class XI SMA Bina Muda Cicalengka. This is evident from the result of statistical calculations with the result of the $t=41.35 > t_{table}=23.4$ which is the 95% confidence level, and by 24 db.
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